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ARTHUR COURT 1970S POLISHED ALUMINUM TABLE LAMPS WITH TWISTED
MOTIFS, A PAIR

$2,250
A pair of Arthur Court polished aluminum table lamps from circa 1970 with twisted motifs, on lucite bases. This pair of Arthur
Court polished aluminum table lamps, dating back to the 1970s, epitomizes a timeless blend of modern elegance and sculptural

artistry. With their striking twisted motifs and contemporary design, they are more than just sources of light; they are sculptural
statements that can elevate your interior décor. Resting on sleek lucite bases, these lamps exude an air of sophistication, adding

a touch of luxury to any room. The polished aluminum finish reflects light beautifully, casting a warm and inviting glow that
creates an inviting ambiance. The twisted motifs that spiral up the lamps' bodies lend a sense of movement and dynamism to

their design, making them a captivating focal point in any space. Their neutral color palette ensures they can seamlessly
integrate into a variety of interior styles, whether your home leans towards mid-century modern, minimalist, or contemporary

aesthetics. Positioned on bedside tables, console tables, or as elegant additions to your living room, these lamps not only provide
practical illumination but also serve as stunning pieces of art. Their sculptural quality makes them conversation starters and

can serve as a source of inspiration for your overall décor theme. By introducing these Arthur Court table lamps into your home,
you infuse your living spaces with a sense of artistic flair and refined taste. They are a testament to the enduring appeal of

mid-20th-century design, a perfect addition to your interior that bridges the gap between function and artistry.

Height: 25.75 in (65.41 cm)

Width: 8 in (20.32 cm)

Depth: 8 in (20.32 cm)

SKU: A 4778
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